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Gilberdyke 10 mile race 25/08/2019

Marathon Marshals 22/09/2019

Gallery

Janet Wardale, Verity Pick and Jan Sue
Rudolph Recce 28/09/2019

Amanda picking up her age category award at
Gilberdyke 10 mile race 25/08/2019

Andrea Thompson, Tracey Toner, Sarah Frost and Jane
Allen at Scarborough 10k

Champagne League
Amanda Dean
The Champagne League is a series of races. Mostly short and mostly off-road or
on mixed terrain. It is based on handicaps which means that anyone can win –
even you. It usually is the ladies newer to running who take a prize because they
are able to improve as they move through the races. To have the best chance of
a prize you need to be able to make all 10 races (and if you do, you’ll get a T
Shirt).
Prize list: Race winner’s prizes are given out on the night to the fastest male/
female. There are two races which are handicapped, which gives lesser mortals a
chance of top prize.
At the presentation the remaining prizes are awarded:
Top five in handicap
Top five male/female in Yellow Jersey plus top male/female in each age group.
Top three teams
19 West Hull Ladies signed up for the Champagne League this year forming 6
teams:
The Tenacious Trio: Suzanne, Jan D, Antonia
Jan2&AmyToo: Janet A, Amy, Janet W
Finding Mojo Amanda, Sarah F, Lyndsey
Tired Teachers in Teal Rebecca, Anna, Stacy
Union J: Jane, Jill H and Jo D
No pain .. no champagne: Rachel, Jenny, Fay
Plus Sandra and three 2nd claim ladies Kim, Helen and Sam who called themselves Team CoH
Again, this was a successful year for WHL. We finished with almost a third of the
entrants, six ladies, taking a prize (or two):
Team Jan2&AmyToo: Janet A, Amy, Janet W finished in 1st place.
Fay took 2nd in handicap and 1st F55 in yellow jersey.
Also in the Yellow Jersey, Amanda 2nd and 1st FV60, Anna Cartwright, 3rd Amy
Brewster, 4th
I would certainly recommend this series and I hope to run in it again next year, if
possible.

Champagne League
My Race

Amanda: Not done the champagne league for a few years and thoroughly enjoyed it. Love the
off road routes, my favourites are Hotham Estate, Elloughton Dale (really hilly! Has those steps
to climb) and the 4 miler from Wauldby Green. But I enjoy them all … except perhaps Beverley
Westwood!! Love the friendly environment. People of your pace are really supportive of each
other. I love that it’s handicapped so anyone has a chance of a prize, not just fast runners. I’ll
be hoping for a place next year J
Jan D: I wasn’t able to do all the races but I just love Champagne League! It’s a great discipline
I guess having a race every Tuesday, but it’s also so lovely to see so many WHLs so regularly.
It’s also great to see so many other people from our local running clubs and to see old friends
and make new ones!
Antonia: Mine will be very short as sadly had to pull out of the league due to unexpected ill
health. Having said that being back running and the fantastic support of West hull ladies and
other clubs is exactly what this league is all about. If you have never tried it before I would definitely recommend it. Would love to do it again next year if possible. Great scenery, fabulous
routes and a great sense of achievement.
Suzanne: This year was about the fourth time of doing the Champagne League. I really enjoy
the series, even though off road running isn't my favourite, but I enjoy these events.
I like the camaraderie between the different clubs and it's lovely to see so many of our club runners there too. I get excited when the results come out to see if I have gained any extra points,
I got quite a few extra points this year which was pleasing. It's also lovely being in a team

MEDAL’S
OF THE MONTH

June’s Sheffield Half marathon Wild West
Beer Bonanza. 24.08.2019

Sarah Frost’s stash from the Hornsea Running
Festival 01/09/2019

Diane Pickering 29/09/2019
Scarborough 10 k

Minutes of the Committee Meeting
09/09/2019
Anna
Attendees: Anna C, Caroline, Anna S, Liz H, Jill J, Amanda, Linda, Sara, June, Liz N, Annika
Chaired by Jill
Apologies: Jane, Rachel, Andrea, Jan D, Maria, Annette.
Minutes of previous Meeting: Accepted as a true record.
Matters Arising:
1. Anna S has re-drafted the welcome email. Some amendments to make regarding Snails.
2. A deposit has been paid to the University for the booking of Canham Turner room for the
Award evening.
3. Caroline discussed the Welfare policy. She intends to research existing ones to plan a route
forward. Action Caroline
4. Midwinter Madness is being booked by Rach. Discussions regarding the routes, plans and
food for the day. Confirmed we will have the hall 9am-5pm
5. An email to DW Sports has been sent to decline their offer of a link.
6. Hull Marathon update- 13 ladies are marshalling on the bridge. The club have been approached by the marathon team to have a presence in East Park for the finish. It was felt that we
would struggle to have enough numbers to do both, or that ladies on the bridge wouldn’t have
time to get across town to be there in time. Action: Amanda to contact Karen Scott, (Jan D, Jill &
Andrea cc’d) in to reconfirm our flag
7. Action Andrea and Jill are in touch regarding the purchase of gas.
8. The gallery on the website has been updated- many thanks Anna C
Facebook update
Anna C helped with a 6 monthly cross check between members and recently emailed club
against the members of our Facebook group. This resulted in a small number of ladies on Facebook to be removed or reminded to email the club (thank you Andrea) and 4 ladies on our email
but not in our Facebook group. Annette has emailed (thank you) and 2 of these ladies have already joined Facebook. Our Facebook members very closely reflect our club members.
Training update
Despite it being August the training runs have been well attended. Some small turn outs on Fridays due to races / Champagne League Presentation / holidays. Champagne League: 6 of the
19 WHL ladies, took a prize (or two) and 6 ladies managed all 10 races and got the T Shirt. Write
up for newsletter coming along but waiting for more feedback from the runners. Final off-road
evening on Wednesday and the Nordic Walking the following week.

Snails update
1. Annika only able to lead one run each week, Phd and surgery to fuse spine. Annika will
supply dates when she can lead. Jan A can do some leads. Action: Amanda to get dates from
Jan A.
2. RunTogether discussed. Annika has no access, isn’t sure she is kept up to date and finds it
confuses ladies. The committee agreed RunTogether is of little benefit to the Snails /club and
is most likely an hindrance. Action: Amanda to email the three leaders Annika, Anthea and
Jan A and if in agreement to have the site closed.
3. Discussed how the Snails now has many more able runners and it is time to revamp into a
‘Snails&Steadies’ group which, when possible will have two leaders. Note, it will be ensured
Snail runners have a session suitable to their ability, especially new runners.
4. Friday Fresheners make an inclusive session, Sara happy to lead all abilities even when a
Snails&Steadies leader unavailable. A single Friday session will now be advertised to include
all club runners. Action: Amanda : to change the calendar and training emails.
5. The group will also join in on some of the Monday speed work sessions. These have been
found to be very motivating to the Snail runners.
Midwinter madness – see matters arising.
50k Update & Pin badges
Action: Anna C to work on artwork. Action Liz H will look into purchase options. Everyone
thought enamel best
Hull Marathon: See matters arising
CTT membership: Confirmed we would go ahead. £30 to the club for all members to be insured to cycle time trial. Action: Amanda to renew
Mind Mental Illness awareness week: week-long campaign aimed at breaking down stigmas associated with mental health and improving wellbeing through exercise and running,
supported by Mind, the mental health charity, is taking place from 23-29 September. Action
Caroline to look into what the club could do.
Website Update, Amanda
1. First claim added to 100k, 50k & 25k pages
2. 50k updated, Jan D Lakeman 50, Sharron, Cath, Andrea & Liz N HOTH
3. Club kit page created
4. Prize winners updated Summer League, Gilberdyke, Champ league
5. Gallery now updated by Anna C – Thank You
AOB
A thank you to the organisers of the Champagne league has been sent.
England Athletics- some run leaders are not yet DBS checked or updated.
Date for the next meeting: 21/10/19

GALLERY

Kate Bowers running round the lake in Rio de
Janerio 18/08/2019

Rudolph Recci 01/09/2019

Amanda at Snowdon 25/09/2019

Run and Talk with Caroline, Liz M,
Lynne and Lou

TRY CORNER
What other things have our Ladies been up to this month
apart from running?

Sarah Wilson protesting!
28/08/2019
June visits the Humberbridge
13/09/2019

Linda’s new house 28/08/2019

Jane Zookeeping 11/09/2019

West Hull Wheelers
Amanda Dean
22nd August: Broomfleet
It was a beautiful sunny day. Anna and I collected up
Shelley from Skidby Mill then headed up thorugh
Little Weighton to High Hunsley then down Trundlegate where we took our first photo.
We continued into Hotham and through the estate

where a selfie and giggle was required.
Then a more major roads towards Newport where
we took g the Broomfleet turn.
After Broomfleet east to Ellerker for a coffee and
scone at the garden centre.
Thank you Anna and Shelley for a lovely ride this
morning.
Anna & I 40 miles, Shelly 33 miles @ 13.2mph,
1,600ft climbing.

26th August: Middlegate Lane
I gathered up Jill (who had already done an hour gym
session) and we set off from hers at 10am and off
over the bridge. The weather was beautiful again,
possibly a tad on the warm side but not complaining.
We climbed out of Barton onto Middlegate Lane,

which has wonderful views to the west and hardly
any traffic. We looped south, east then back north
to the Deepdale garden centre where we had lunch
before heading back over the bridge.
29 miles for Jill, 38 miles me. 1,000ft climbing, just
over 13mph. Lovely.

West Hull Wheelers

2nd September: South of
the River
A couple of West Hull Wheelers out again. The final midweek one for Anna C as
school starts tomorrow.
We drove the bikes to the
Humber Bridge for a short
ride, just a 24 miler round
Middlegate again … because
I love the views.

We stopped at the Honey Pot Cafe which is
in a bird nature area. A lovely spot.
Found a bench in the corridor which
looked over the water ways and drank our
coffees.

As we left, we grabbed a selfie with the Humber Bridge in the back ground before pedalling back over.

Lovely morning … but feels like summer days
for cycling are over. If we can find time to
cycle we’re going to be wrapping up a bit
more!

Dates for your Diary
Midwinter Madness
30/11/2019
Millington Village Hall
Presentation Evening
13/03/2020
Canham Turner Hull University

Midsummer Madness
13/06/2020
Thixendale (Endure 3 weeks later)

Club’s Camping Equipment
The club has the following
camping equipment available
to borrow for events:
2 Event Tents with four sides
1 Cook stand
1 Double stove with Gas bottle
First Aid Kit
Please email the club if you
would like to borrow any of the
equipment

Parkrun News
17/08/201921/09/2019

In this period we have had 25 East
Park, parkrunners, 50 Peter Pan
parkrunners, 21 Beverley Westwood
runners and 1 Humberbridge park runner!

Annika , Abbbie and Tilly
after their Hull parkrun

Shiny new Personal Bests for Kate Argyle, Jan Draper (times 2 wow), Hannah Bielby, Anna Shepherdson, Claire
Anthony, Janet Ainley, Janet Wardale,
Marie Schoene, Rebecca Johnson and
even Liz Hobson managed one!
Suzanne Clarkson has been our dou- Sandra at Peterpan
Parkrun 24/08/2019
ble Parkroamer, visiting Eastleigh
and Normanby Hall. Ruth Upfold did
Guearnsey, Helen Cattermole Coldham. Sharon Wiley
did a hillyGladstone , parkrun.
Also special congratulations to Kate Arglyle on her 50th
parkrun.

Suzanne at Easteigh

Not to forget our wonderful volunteers,
Linda and Oliver, Jane Allen, Shirley and
Ziggy and Jill Jameson.

HOTH (Liz Nicholson)
Dear Diary…
Thursday, 15th August 2019
Two days to go until HOTH. I’ve entered the 12 hour event, 7pm Saturday to 7am Sunday. My
first overnight event and my first 12 hour event.
Details and instructions arrived in my inbox yesterday (in their usual entertaining format) and
since then I’ve been freaking out a bit. I told my husband that this might be the hardest, and silliest, thing I've ever done (running-wise!). He thought the same, but didn't want to make a big
deal of it in case I got overly concerned!
I bought myself a nice coffee and a flapjack on the way into work as a treat. I’ll stock up on
HOTH supplies soon, and I must buy my favourite sultana scones at lunchtime.
Can I do a night run? Will I lose my usual sunny disposition and turn into a complete witch without sleep? I've completed 2 midnight walks before. A half marathon Moon Walk in London that
turned out to be 14.2 miles, and 10 mile midnight walk for the local hospice, that turned out to be
9.3 miles plus a cake - which was nice.
I think it’s the unknown that’s freaking me out.

And, why are my legs and feet hurting? I did my last 3 mile run yesterday so I'll stretch.
Q: Do you stretch? A: Not as much as I should…
And, I’m worried about having to use the public loos at night-time, in case there are serial killers
hiding in the trees. Maybe I should stop listening to true crime podcasts for a few days.
In hindsight, the coffee may not be calming me down.
Friday, 16th August 2019
I'm feeling a bit more organised this morning.
I'm aiming for 10 laps. I've completed two 9 hour HOTH ‘Mad Hatters’ with 8 laps, so technically
I should be able to do another 2 laps in 3 hours. If technically my body, legs and more importantly my head is with me. We also did Thixendale in June which was 50K.
I’m planning to do 2 laps then rest and repeat. I’ll run 6 laps (walking the uphill sections) and
walk 4, getting progressively slower as the night goes on. I’ve worked out that I need to start my
last lap no earlier than 5:10am, as a slow walk will mean a 6:45am ish finish. That’s the plan anyway.
My husband has gone shopping with my HOTH list to pick up my food and drink. It includes:
Plain white bagels, 2
Peanut butter & lemon curd (for the bagels)
Coke, full fat, to let go flat
Pork pies, snack size, 2
Eat natural bars
Salted cashews & unsalted almonds
I'll add bananas, crisps, tomatoes and pasta. I love cheese and thought about taking cheese
cubes but wondered about cheesy burps, so I'll stick to what I know.
The weather for Saturday evening looks like it’s going to be windy, dry and mild, which is better
than the torrential rain we have today.

Saturday, 17th August 2019
Sleep
Pack
Eat
Nap
Coffee
Having an event that starts in the evening feels strange. I’m not sure what else to do. I've
packed, then tidied up the house and then tidied up my eyebrows (because that makes a difference).
My favourite pre-long run/race dinner is sausage and mash and I'm making it for lunch. My husband wants baked beans with his, but I’m avoiding the beans having run on them before with interesting consequences.
I'm now ready. I’m packed, napped, caffeined and refreshed and leaving the house 15 minutes
early because I can’t sit still.
Sunday, 18th August 2019
Home by 7:30am, showered and in bed 10 minutes later. I can't sleep...Zzzz
I woke up hungry at 11:30am. I wanted a savoury hit = the breakfast of champions = wholemeal
toast + peanut butter + marmite.
Over breakfast I confirmed to family and friends that I was still alive, despite looking half-dead.

40 miles! I’m incredibly pleased. It felt good until lap 7 and then my calves started to ache. We
had a headwind on the bridge going south, windy enough that my hat wasn’t staying on my head,
but the temperature was mild. I put on a long-sleeved top, along with gloves and a beanie when I
was walking. The last lap was chilly but made better by walking with Sharron, Cath and Andrea.
I’m also very glad I completed 10 laps because if I had done 9 I think I'd be after doing this again
to reach 10! Right now I AM NOT DOING THIS AGAIN!*
My concerns regarding the using the loos in the dark were eased by the availability of two porta
loos not too far from the start, as the toilet block was locked for the night. Porta loos frequented
by runners are not the nicest things, but they weren’t too bad.
I had a wobble in the night. Around 3:30am I was coming to the end of a lap and my legs didn't
feel like my own. It felt like I’d lost the lower part of my legs. I stopped walking, wiggled my legs,
and had a big drink of flat coke. I headed back to base for a break and ate some pasta. I think I
needed to eat more food earlier instead of gels.
Thinking about it, this must be the safest way to do an endurance event. The bridge is well lit,
you can’t get lost, there are always people around (and sweets) and through the early hours of
the night, when I gave my number in at the end of each lap, I was asked if I was OK. Am I eating
enough? Yes. Am I drinking? Yes. Am I OK? Yes. You’re still smiling. Its blind optimism…
I’ve had to take some painkillers to deal with my sore legs. My feet feel swollen, and it hurts to
wear socks. I've got a very tiny blister on one little toe, nothing more, so the soreness is due to
use rather than blisters. I laid on the floor with my feet up on the sofa for a while which helped. It
also meant I instantly fell asleep in the middle of the living room floor.
Tea was a takeaway burger and loaded chips. I was so hungry I could’ve loaded the chips with
more chips and another burger.
Lastly, a glass of prosecco and sleep (also known as falling asleep on the sofa in front of Vera).

Monday, 19th August 2019
I woke up at 5am and was unable to get back to sleep. I usually have a couple of bad night’s
sleep after a marathon so it’s not too much of a surprise. I also have the day off!
I'm a bit blown away by it all this morning. I can move quite well, once I get going. My feet are
sore but generally I am OK going up stairs - and it’s not too bad on the way back down.
We went over to Hornsea Mere for lunch and a short wander. Steak pie, chips and gravy and
two pieces of cake to take away (and a diet coke!).
I had nap in the afternoon and I'm so comfortable in my HOTH hoodie I’m wondering if wearing it
to work tomorrow would be a career limiting move?
I’m very proud of what we all achieved.
Maybe I’ll just have one more nap. Until next time…
Liz Nicholson x
*I have entered for next year J

Snail Trails
Snails 2 Steadies
The Snails group was one of the topics of conversation. I suspect a number of you have noticed how the
Snails group is growing and changing from a group of ladies who go out for a run-walk to a group that
now includes ladies who have developed into pretty good runners.
There was a good discussion at the last committee meeting about how we should move forward and the
consensus was rather than push those steady runners towards the main club runs, taking them away from
the group that they have developed in, we could re-brand the Snails into a ‘Snails 2 Steadies’. It is hoped
that the name will encourage more new ladies as it implies progression but also be reassuring to novice
runners that they will be capable of joining in and that the Snails run-walks will still be available.
Having the group become more integrated with the main club runs was agreed on as we are struggling for
leading: Annika now only able to lead once a week and soon to have surgery on her spine. It will be some
time before Anthea is back, but, Jan Antons will be leading more sessions.
The Friday Fresheners will become the only Friday run (Snails, Steadies & Speedies). Most Fridays it is
hoped there will be a Snails 2 Steadies leader available however, Sara is happy to lead all and she says the
training is easy to incorporate all abilities.
Annika pointed out that joining the Monday Speed work sessions has been found to be very motivating to
the Snail runners so the group will join in at least two of the sessions each month. Most, if not all, of the
speed work sessions are very inclusive.
Finally, it’s hoped that the faster ladies in the group will now be confident enough to join Sarah’s Steadies
on Wednesday and perhaps start joining the weekend runs. And the opposite too, that any of the main
club ladies needing an steady run will feel happy to join the Snails to Steadies.
http://www.westhullladies.org.uk/s2s.htm?fbclid=IwAR0N2w5nNXv3g-p-i9qrcucgFScJVIOh273BF0p6qR9nAYOQNJPJ93LY3TM

Cycling on the Danube from Passau to Vienna
Sandra Holdsworth
In 2016 I took my first cycling holiday travelling to Belgium via North Sea Ferries. I enjoyed it so much that the following year we took the ferry
from Hull to Rotterdam and spent several days cycling in Holland.
This year we decided that it would be good to cycle along part of the Danube. The most popular part of this route is from Passau to Vienna.
Whilst it would be good to use our own bikes it would be problematic for us to get them to the start of the route. So, we booked a flight to Vienna
(no flights to Passau) sorted out bike hire and then booked a train to take us plus the bikes to Passau. There is a special bike train that takes bikes
to Passau but it wasn’t until nearer the time of the holiday that I researched it further and saw that this train only ran once a day – about 6.30am.
As we had already booked an Airbnb for our first 2 nights in Passau this option wasn’t available to us so we had to book the normal train.
The journey begins…………

Monday 2nd September
Left home in the evening to drive down to Manchester with my cycling partner and friend Gail. We had an early morning flight and Tuesday was
going to be a long day so we booked a hotel.
Tuesday 3rd September
Up at 3.15am and at the airport for 4am – flight at 6am. We arrived in Vienna after a straight forward flight and got the S7 train straight to Handelskai which was the closest station to where we had hired the bikes.

A short walk took us to the bike hire shop where we met Tarek a really lovely guy who charged us a mere pittance to hire bikes with panniers,
helmet,inner tubes, pump, travel book etc. We had hired the bikes from the Tuesday to the following Friday – 105 euros. He also kindly let us
leave our suitcases at his shop. After putting all our gear in the panniers, we were off. We rode along the Danube making our way to the main train
station stopping off for a very welcome beer on the way. The holiday had begun.

The train journey was in 2 stages – first to Linz where we had a reservation for our bikes and then from Linz to Passau where we didn’t.

So then started the not so fun part of our journey. You would have thought that the train would have been set up to enable cyclists to get the bikes
on the train easily - but no. There were high steps that you had to get your bike up – it was a nightmare but we managed it. Then we found our
reserved spot and had to then lift the bikes up quite high and manoeuvre the front wheel into what I can only describe as a meat hook. This was
hard work – especially because I have not much upper body strength.
We had been worrying as we only had about 6 minutes to get off this train to get our connecting train to Passau. We didn’t have to as the train to
Linz lost time and we missed the connection – it meant we didn’t have to rush!
Things didn’t improve – nightmare getting heavy bikes and panniers off and on trains with no help.
Made it on to the next train to Passau which then broke down so off and on again! Eventually we made it to Passau early evening and cycled off to
spend the first night in our Airbnb.

Wednesday 4th September
We spent a wonderful day in Passau walking around the beautiful town – enjoying the sunshine, beer and food. No cycling – just recovering from
the journey.
Thursday 5th September
The cycling began today and we set off heading off towards Schlogen which is where the river takes a hairpin bend.The cycling was terrific – free
from traffic – lanes running along the Danube – very quiet. Fantastic. Austria is a country of Churches, Monasteries, Castles and fields of
sweetcorn, Apple trees and Hemp.It was a gorgeous day and we took our time stopping to look inside the beautiful churches. Whilst in these I
always took the opportunity of putting holy water on my painful knee hoping for a cure - but that is a story for another day!
We scrumped apples which were delicious. For the first part of the journey there is an abundance of ferries going across the river. We took one to
Obernzell and after having a coffee and buying pastries for lunch we took it back to the right bank. We sat and ate lunch at the hydroelectric station – doesn’t sound picturesque but it was with the river there and the sculptures.
Not far from here was a Trappist Monastery which having drunk Trappist beer before we were looking forward to visit . But we were disappointed –
only the Church was open. It was beautiful inside but I wasn’t too keen on the skeletons on display. Schlogen was the next stop – we left our bikes
and made our way up to the view point – it was worth the climb as the view was spectacular.
We then started looking for somewhere to stay for the night and within a couple of miles we found a beautiful Gasthof on the banks of the river.
Prior to the holiday research suggested that we wouldn’t have trouble finding accommodation as it wasn’t peak season. Things were looking good
as this first place was a fabulous find.

Friday 6th September.
After a lovely breakfast we set off intending to make our way to Linz or nearby to there. The day started off great – we cycled along the Danube
cycle way not meeting many other cyclists – it was so quiet. I had contacted the Tourist Info office before we left as we were having trouble finding
accommodation near Linz. I was told that it was full save for a couple of hotels due to a big electro festival that was being held there. Oops – did
someone say it would be easy?
So off we went – it was not such a good day weather-wise but the scenery was still amazing and the cycle lanes we were on were very quiet. We
took a ferry across the river and went as far as we could before the path disappeared and we had to get another ferry to the right bank. The ferry
came and we had a bit of a communication problem – instead of crossing to the other side we ended up further along where the path restarted –
not a problem. Whichever side of the river we cycled the other side always looked better! Not really it was all beautiful.
Eventually we crossed the river by a bridge and ended up in a lovely town Aschach. Whilst having a coffee there we met a lovely couple from
New Zealand – they were in their 70’s and were cycling Austria, Croatia and Italy. We were to bump into them several times along our journey
and we struck up a lovely friendship.
After this we stopped at Ottensheim a lovely Market Town. We had a walk around and I had the shock of my life when I returned to my bike. It
wasn’t where I had left it – it always amazes me that yes you lock your bike up when you stop but you still have all your worldly goods in the panniers and you feel quite happy that they would still be there when you get back. Luckily, I saw that it had been moved to the other end of the cycle
rack – I could breathe again.
The next part of the journey wasn’t so picturesque – it was taking us to the Industrial Town of Linz and we cycled along a cycle path along a main
busy road.

We eventually made it out of Linz and had to start looking for somewhere to stay. I have to say that the Austrians were so friendly with us and
often approached us. Sometimes in the small villages just so they could practise their English or like now when it looked like we needed help. A
female runner stopped and spent quite a bit of time with us giving advice. We carried on and by now we had re-joined a path along the river. We
seemed to cycle forever without seeing a village or any sign of human life! Eventually we arrived at a village called Abwinden and found accommodation – I think it was the worst I have ever stayed in. Took me a while to get over it ………. We also had an extra guest – a mosquito who
thought we were very tasty!
We then decided that we would book our next nights’ accommodation. A good move!
Saturday 7th September
Again, not a great day as it was rainy but it didn’t matter – we backtracked on our route and went back to Linz as I wanted to have a taste of the
Linzertorte – considering I was in Austria I hadn’t had much cake – plenty of beer but little cake.
Going back was okay and we spent a lovely few hours visiting the Cathedral and a roof top walk/exhibition. Oh, and yes, we hurriedly ate a piece
of Linzertorte – the bakery was closing and we had 15 minutes to enjoy coffee and cake. Not sure it was my favourite.
So back again on the path out of Linz and we made our way to just outside a town called Grein. We had booked 2 nights at a Gasthof on the river.
On the way we stopped off at Mauthausen a beautiful little town with a not so happy past. On a hilltop which took a lot of cycling and walking we
came to the Memorial for the Mauthausen Concentration Camp. A very sobering place to visit.

After this we continued on our journey moving away from the river a little but riding through beautiful fields of – sweetcorn and apple trees – this
being the cider making area of Austria.
It had been a long day so we were pleased to reach our home for 2 nights – a lovely Gasthof overlooking the Danube.
Sunday 8th September
A day off from cycling save for 10 miles (ish) to go to another Church in Ardagger Markt but before this we walked into Grein – a lovely town with
one of the oldest Theatres in the world together with a Castle. It was a good climb again to the Castle but so well worth it – the view was spectacular as was the Castle itself – well worth a visit.
We then did a tour of the Theatre which was built around 1791. Pretty interesting place and they still do shows there even now. Not sure anyone
uses the toilet there though! It is at the side of the stalls – has a curtain that you can peep through whilst doing your business so you don’t miss
anything!
After spending most of the day walking around we went and got the bikes out to cycle to the lovely market town of Ardagger. The Church there
has Austria’s oldest stained-glass window.
Whilst waiting for our meal that evening who should be staying at the same place but our lovely friends from New Zealand – it was lovely to have
a catch up with them.
What was disappointing to us was that they closed the bar at 8pm – what was that about??
Monday 9th September
We woke up to the sound of heavy rain but it did forecast that the worst would be over by 10am. It was raining pretty hard when we set off along
the right bank of the river – intending to make our way to Spritz for the evening.
We rode along the Danube crossing from right to left a couple of times and eventually we reached Melk. This was a very busy pretty town where
lots of the cruises that go up and down the Danube stop. There is a beautiful Abbey Church there that sits high above the town. It dates from the
11th Century. We did a guided tour of this and it is an incredible place to visit. I loved the huge library which houses medieval scripts. It really was
incredible and a shame that we did not have more time to spend exploring and visiting the extensive gardens.
After the tour and some refreshments, we continued on our way to Spitz. The scenery now changed – beautiful villages on either side of the river
with many Castles and yes Churches.
We rode through one little village Metzling and I loved the figures they had carved out of the driftwood.
We were also in the wine growing region so the landscape changed. It was lovely cycling through the vineyards and more orchards.
As we arrived in Spitz we met our first British cyclists – at the time I commented to Gail about the broad accent they had. Whilst speaking to them
we found out they were from t’other side of the river Humber – near Louth (Grimsby area).
The first hotel we saw was a lovely old building and they had vacancies. We were shown a room – it was fabulous and they ended up giving us a
room each as they didn’t have a twin.
I was delighted – mine had a bath! The town had a small supermarket so we headed off and bought some beer and wine – we didn’t want the
same to happen to us as the night before – the bar closing at 8pm!
We didn’t have to worry – I had the most delicious meal – the dessert of Apricot Tiramisu with Apricot Sorbet was heaven for me.
The area is also famous for the apricots it grows with many Apricot products – jams, spirits……delicious.

Saturday 7th September

Again, not a great day as it was rainy but it didn’t matter – we backtracked on our route and went back to Linz as I wanted to have a taste of the
Linzertorte – considering I was in Austria I hadn’t had much cake – plenty of beer but little cake.
Going back was okay and we spent a lovely few hours visiting the Cathedral and a roof top walk/exhibition. Oh, and yes, we hurriedly ate a piece
of Linzertorte – the bakery was closing and we had 15 minutes to enjoy coffee and cake. Not sure it was my favourite.
So back again on the path out of Linz and we made our way to just outside a town called Grein. We had booked 2 nights at a Gasthof on the
river. On the way we stopped off at Mauthausen a beautiful little town with a not so happy past. On a hilltop which took a lot of cycling and walking we came to the Memorial for the Mauthausen Concentration Camp. A very sobering place to visit.
After this we continued on our journey moving away from the river a little but riding through beautiful fields of – sweetcorn and apple trees – this
being the cider making area of Austria.
It had been a long day so we were pleased to reach our home for 2 nights – a lovely Gasthof overlooking the Danube.
Sunday 8th September
A day off from cycling save for 10 miles (ish) to go to another Church in Ardagger Markt but before this we walked into Grein – a lovely town with
one of the oldest Theatres in the world together with a Castle. It was a good climb again to the Castle but so well worth it – the view was spectacular as was the Castle itself – well worth a visit.
We then did a tour of the Theatre which was built around 1791. Pretty interesting place and they still do shows there even now. Not sure anyone
uses the toilet there though! It is at the side of the stalls – has a curtain that you can peep through whilst doing your business so you don’t miss
anything!
After spending most of the day walking around we went and got the bikes out to cycle to the lovely market town of Ardagger. The Church there
has Austria’s oldest stained-glass window.
Whilst waiting for our meal that evening who should be staying at the same place but our lovely friends from New Zealand – it was lovely to have
a catch up with them.
What was disappointing to us was that they closed the bar at 8pm – what was that about??
Monday 9th September
We woke up to the sound of heavy rain but it did forecast that the worst would be over by 10am. It was raining pretty hard when we set off along
the right bank of the river – intending to make our way to Spritz for the evening.
We rode along the Danube crossing from right to left a couple of times and eventually we reached Melk. This was a very busy pretty town where
lots of the cruises that go up and down the Danube stop. There is a beautiful Abbey Church there that sits high above the town. It dates from the
11th Century. We did a guided tour of this and it is an incredible place to visit. I loved the huge library which houses medieval scripts. It really was
incredible and a shame that we did not have more time to spend exploring and visiting the extensive gardens.
After the tour and some refreshments, we continued on our way to Spitz. The scenery now changed – beautiful villages on either side of the river
with many Castles and yes Churches.
We rode through one little village Metzling and I loved the figures they had carved out of the driftwood.
We were also in the wine growing region so the landscape changed. It was lovely cycling through the vineyards and more orchards.
As we arrived in Spitz we met our first British cyclists – at the time I commented to Gail about the broad accent they had. Whilst speaking to them
we found out they were from t’other side of the river Humber – near Louth (Grimsby area).
The first hotel we saw was a lovely old building and they had vacancies. We were shown a room – it was fabulous and they ended up giving us a
room each as they didn’t have a twin.
I was delighted – mine had a bath! The town had a small supermarket so we headed off and bought some beer and wine – we didn’t want the
same to happen to us as the night before – the bar closing at 8pm!
We didn’t have to worry – I had the most delicious meal – the dessert of Apricot Tiramisu with Apricot Sorbet was heaven for me.

The area is also famous for the apricots it grows with many Apricot products – jams, spirits……delicious.
Tuesday 10th September

Before we left Spitz, we wanted to go see the ‘Red Gate’ – this landmark giving glorious views of the Wachau Valley and is so named as it was
said to be red from the blood of battle from the 30 years war.
It was a tough ride/walk up but well worth it and we did have a stop half way up to visit another Church which also served as a small school.

After this we had a beautiful ride inland from the river through the vineyards – it was very scenic but the lanes although still quite quiet were getting busier – this was because we were not far from Vienna now.

We stopped at Durnstein where again we had a long climb uphill to see the ruins of a castle where Richard the Lionheart had been imprisoned for
a year. It is said that the money from his ransom was used to build the City Walls in Vienna.

Durnstein was again a very pretty town but the area was getting more commercialised and busier the nearer we got to Vienna.
As we approached the medieval town of Krems we started to look for accommodation. A visit to the Tourist Information gave us some names of
places but we decided we would just keep going until we found somewhere.
Trying to get out of Krems was a bit of a nightmare – it was busy – the cycleway was closed and we couldn’t find our way onto the bridge to cross
the river. Eventually we did and we found ourselves amongst fields of sweetcorn again without a lot of housing.
We did a google search and came up with the name of a guesthouse we thought we could try our luck at.
We then came across Hubert an Austrian who saved us. He was out on his bike and said he lived in the next village and the place we were looking for didn’t take in guests.

Wednesday 11th September
Today was going to be a very easy day of riding and we decided that we were going to take our bikes back a day
earlier. This would give us 3 nights in Vienna to do some sightseeing there.
So today our journey would take us along the Danube to the town of Tulln.
It was a pleasant ride and after stopping for a drink along the way we arrived in Tulln just after lunch.
We then sat down and booked a room for the night and then an Airbnb for three nights in Vienna.
After booking in at our accommodation we walked into Tulln which was a beautiful town. As we were walking along
the main street who did we see sat on a bench eating ice cream – our 2 New Zealand friends!
They left and we went for a beer or three before eating. Once finished these friends passed us again and then sat
with us for a while. We exchanged emails so we could keep in touch and if we ever decided to cycle New Zealand
we could look them up.
Thursday 12th September
Woke up feeling quite sad as it was our last day cycling the Danube. It would be nice to visit Vienna but ………. I
would miss my bike.
Anyway, we set off for a very easy day – the cycle paths were a lot busier and it made you realise how busy this ride
must be in the height of the season.
As we hadn’t had breakfast we saw a café situated at the marina and decided to wait until it opened at 10am. Whilst
we were sat on a bench we heard someone shout at us “hey you can’t sit there” – it was Sheryl and Ron from NZ.
So strange how we kept bumping into them.
They left us and then at just after 10 we went to see why the café hadn’t opened. On using google translate we knew
why – Thursday was a day of rest and it wasn’t open.

So onward and forward – the next place we found was in a beautiful location just past a dinosaur park. The food wasn’t quite
what we wanted – I had apple strudel and Gail Chilli sausage’s – not the best breakfast!I contacted the owner of the bike shop
and we arranged to take the bikes back at 2.30pm.So of course, we had to stop for another drink – honest we asked for lemon
soda and got cider. At 2.30 we dropped our bikes off –
took our things out of our panniers back into our suitcases and then made our way to our Airbnb.
The end of our cycle ride
Of course, we had to cycle the next day – we did a
sightseeing tour – 8 miles which was fabulous. Vienna is
a beautiful City – and of course having the beautiful
weather really helped.

We had a fabulous time – we learnt a few lessons along
the way and next year it would be good to do the first
part of the ride from where the Danube starts at the
edge of the Black Forest and making its way through
Bavaria to Passau.

One lesson I learnt on the last morning was don’t order
boiled egg with chives as the picture below shows what
I got!
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Lakeland Tales
Jan Draper
On the 27th July Liz and I were on the start line of the Lakeland 50 in Dalemain in the Lake District. Months of training
were behind us – see July’s Newsletter for more about this! –
and we were now ready to roll!
This was my first time running this kind of mileage but Liz

was an old timer having done the LL50 twice before and only
a few weeks previously had done the Lakeland Trails 100K.
I was so excited about this adventure. I wanted to really see what I was made of and what I
would do when it started to get tough – would I moan and get all negative or would I dig deep
and find that inner strength that a lot of ultrarunners talk about? Only time would tell.
At 11.30 we were off running the first few miles around the Dalemain estate before heading out
towards Pooley Bridge. Within minutes the rain came down and we decided to put on jackets – a
good move I think as it rained about 80% of the next 16 hours. This section is easy, and congested as 1000 runners make their way on the course. From Pooley Bridge we headed out to
Howtown which is the first checkpoint. Parts of this section are a little up and down (965ft of ascent) but nothing compared to what would come as we headed out of Howton to Mardale Head!
I had recced this next section a couple of times as I knew I would have to get my head around
the climb up Fusedale and onto High Kop, which is the highest point on the whole course. This
section was 9.4 miles, including 2510ft of ascent, before dropping down onto the shores of
Haweswater. ‘Shores of Haweswater’ sounds flat and easy doesn’t it? WRONG! It was a very
technical section of stones and rocks and not flat at all. It was also extremely wet and the bracken high – Liz did a spectacular tumble at one point and I thought I was going to lose her in the
bracken! We later found out that a guy had also fallen on this section, broken his leg and had to
be stretchered off! Despite these challenges, we made good progress on this section and even
overtook a few people! Arriving at the checkpoint at Mardale Head we had a quick drink and
something to eat but didn’t hang around as it was cold, windy and wet and we had another big
climb out of Mardale Head up Gatescarth Pass heading on to Kentmere. This section is 6.5
miles with 1677ft of climbing and some great views – despite the weather – on the tops. We
made good progress here too – overtaking quite a few runners – and no signs of the stitch that
had plagued me at this point when I did the recce a few months earlier. In fact drinking and eating was going really well and Liz and I were gently encouraging each other – no bad spells as
yet! Through Sadgill and on to Kentmere and we were looking forward to the food on offer – pasta I think it was, as well as the usual nuts, crisps and biscuits. Coke was doing the trick keeping
my tummy settled. We also decided to have a change of socks here too. Looking after your feet
becomes a number 1 priority on a run like this, particularly when it is so wet. There were some
fabulous – and awful! – photos on the FB page after the run as runners proudly showed the
world their trenchfoot! So far so good, and we headed out of Kentmere checkpoint on the way to
Ambleside. Again, I knew this route and was really looking forward to running down into Ambleside as I knew the support was brilliant as the whole town, and those outside pubs, clapped all
the runners in.

I had been their last year doing the same for Liz – and Lucy my friend from Beverley. This sec-

tion is 7.3 miles and 1611ft of ascent, up Garburn Pass and down into Troutbeck and then up
Robin Lane and up and through Skelghyll Woods before dropping down into Ambleside. Head
torches came on in the woods. After dibbing in at the checkpoint we had some food and a loo
stop. In hindsight we probably stayed here a little too long – maybe 15 mins. The longer you
stay at a checkpoint the harder it is when you get back out again. And even though we had arguably broken the back of The Beast, I knew that the next 16 miles was going to be tough with
lots of climbing still to be done, and of course now we were doing it in the dark! So out we
headed, up on to Loughrigg Fell and towards Chapel Stile, via Chesters by the River (where we

would have lunch a few days later) and Elterwater. This stretch is only 768ft of climbing and a
shorter stretch (5.6 miles) but on tiring legs it felt a tough stretch. This check point was marvellous and all the volunteers were absolutely wonderful. Each checkpoint has a theme – this one
was an airport lounge and all the volunteers were dressed up as cabin crew! Perhaps doesn’t
sound very funny but after almost 40 miles and 12 hours running, it was a great lift! Veggie
stew was scoffed a quick sit down and then we were out through the door for another climb as
we headed towards Tilberthwaite, including a climb up Bleamoss. In the dark – and my not-very
-good headtorch – it was difficult to navigate the best route up the side of the fell. But an un-

known helper had parked his car at the top of the fell with head lights shining to show the way!
He had also put a few florescent sticks heading up the fell showing the best route. This section
is 6.5 miles with 1270ft of climbing and I was pleased to get to Tilberthwaite checkpoint and
had a sit down for a few moments. More food scoffed – crisps and coke – and we were off
again for the last push, the final 3.5 miles with 928ft of climbing up the Tilberthwaite and then down the very steep slate
path to the miner’s path, ending at John Ruskin School in
Coniston 16 hours and 20 seconds after we started in Dalemain. I was also delighted, when later reading the stats, that
we went up 130 places from Howton to the end.
It was a great, wonderful adventure. No dark, deep moments
and I was so pleased with not only managing to cope physically but mentally. I really felt that this was a defining moment
in my running career to date – I felt like I had become a good
runner!
Running it with Liz was fabulous and I was grateful that she knew the route better than I did.

We have run lots of miles together in the past but nothing as long as this and I wasn’t sure if we
might have some ‘moments’ but we didn’t! And we each had strategies in our heads to help the
other, if we went through dark patches but these were never needed! How awesome!
I enjoyed this so much that I entered the ballot for the 2020 event and am ecstatic that I got a
place! So LL50 2020 here I come, and I’m doing it on my own this time, as Liz is marshalling!

YOU’RE MY FIRST, MY LAST, MY EVERYTHING……
Jen Walker
My first marathon….
My husband Martin had laid down the gauntlet by signing up early in the year. “I’ve entered the
Hull Marathon” he said, just like that, as if it were an everyday occurrence, like brushing your
teeth or feeding the cat.
Hmmmm. Having resisted the lure of all 26.2-mile races ever since I had started running with the
WHL in 2015, but obviously not wanting to be outdone by this novice upstart, I capitulated and
signed up online. The training schedule started in March. 6 months to prepare, we could do it.
Couldn’t we?
The training, despite being hard and relentless, once we got into it, was actually really fun. We
gradually upped the mileage to around 100 miles a month and the long runs got longer… and
longer… 8, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 miles… The teamwork and discipline was great. We were running
5ks in the early mornings and doing longer runs before work on Thursdays of 6-8 miles, and
sometimes, adding club runs, I was clocking up ‘double
run’ days, which obviously earned me double brownie
points …. We loved the EHH Summer League races, did
well and really reaped the benefits.
We even ran in August on holiday in Cornwall for my
niece’s wedding, but only short ones, including this lovely
gentle one in St Austell….:

Over the summer we also completed 3 half marathons, and I managed a HM PB of 2:18 at Major Stone. Chuffed to bits I was.
It was all going so well. We were dedicated and determined. Training together had made it so
much easier…. We thought we were as ready as we could be.

Sept 22n came. Race day. The forecast was cloudy and cool, perhaps a bit of drizzle later on. Perfect really. Pre-race checklist…
gels, small water bottle, double imodium, timing chip, Runderwear, race number, sun cap (black), chamois cream on
my bingo wings, charged Garmin, yep, all set to go.
Saying ‘good luck’ all round to the assembled Teal Army and other amazing running friends, all looking ready and
toned, we congregated on the Humber Bridge for 9am and then it was off….. FINALLY the big day had started. We
were running an ACTUAL marathon.
It turned into a race of 3 thirds.
The first third to about 9 miles, was pretty good, we ran very steadily (as we wanted to try and maintain a steady
pace for the whole thing) and didn’t mind being settled in towards the back, not wanting to use up our energy too
soon…and people even cheered us
through Hessle, Pickering Park and
Costello. We had a brilliant moment
when doing the ‘fast 100’ (in my
case the ‘maintain your tortoise pace
100’) when our friend James popped
up and absolutely bellowed across
the race track… COME ON MARTIN, JEN YOU CAN DO THIS! I’ve
never heard anyone apart from Brian Blessed shout so loud. He put a
smile on my face and I had to laugh
a few minutes later when Martin
gave Carla, (James’ gf) the biggest
sweatiest hug as she was marshalling in Peter Pan Park. Seeing
friends around the course really
makes such a massive difference,
especially when the going gets hard.
Thereafter we could feel the temperature getting hotter and hotter, as the sun was fully up and there was little cloud
cover. As it got warmer our energy diminished and I started to feel heavy and sick. Wearing a black charity vest I
realised was not ideal in this temperature. The gels and painkillers weren’t having their normal effect, I kept waiting
for my second wind and a spring in my step… but it never came.
The middle third from about 9 to 18 miles, from around Woodcock St to Vicky Dock was simply awful, there’s no other way to describe it! Our plan had been to try and do the whole things in approx. 5-mile sections with a gel, water
and a little walk in between just to break it up into manageable chunks, psychologically as well as physically. It all
seemed so simple and doable before the day itself. Its not like we hadn’t trained. It’s not like either of us had rocked
up in brand new trainers wearing a Mr Blobby suit having done a few jogs round the park expecting a sub-3 hr triumph.
By the time we had reached the half way point crossing under the A63 we realised this really was not going to be
plain sailing. I recorded my slowest ever half marathon time. All my anxiety and self-doubt, that lifelong devilish companion, was screaming in my head, jeering at me. Running in the direct sunshine along Albert Dock I started rambling despairingly to Martin, who was also struggling by this point
… my race plan has gone right out the bloody window… I’m not sure I can do this… I just don’t care anymore…. I
feel bloody crap … I HAVE to get to the end… all those people have sponsored me…. it’s just about crossing the
finish line… without dying…. I don’t care how long it fucking takes….
Going through town was like we being taunted too. All the morning race spectators had long since dispersed, the
convoluted zig-zag route was not clear so the marshals had to get our attention by waving their ‘2017 turquoise’ arms
in the air through crowds of disinterested people just getting on with their shopping.
Some other friends popped up to cheer us on from outside two different pubs in the city centre. We had taken so
long they’d had ample opportunity to down several pints in both places whilst waiting for us, the poor dears. And yet
more U turns… usually across bridges, where we saw all the faster steady runners approaching from the opposite
direction. Our esteemed race director had put in several of these short switchbacks just to make up the total distance
to 26.2.. we ended up cursing them ..oh joy, what’s this…we’ve got another one of Lucas’s Loops….

Past the Deep and through Victoria Dock village, we at last had a bit of respite. Some beautiful souls had been
sent by the marathon gods to spray us with cooling spring water from garden hoses and feed us sugar coated candies. Not quite red wine and grapes, but it felt so good that I turned round and ran though the water a second time.
What’s an extra few meters when there’s still 8 sodding miles to go…
So, the final third of the race…
As we approached Siemens the clouds came over and the temperature became noticeably cooler, at long bloody
last. That and the hose soaking really helped to spur us on. It was still very hard, but somewhat better as we settled into a run-walk strategy to just complete the last bit and reach the finish.
Between the Lucas Loop at the mile 20 Siemens sculpture to the other
side of the Hedon road we plodded on, negotiating some tricky sections
near a massive roundabout where a boy racer didn’t take kindly to the road
closure and revved straight through the orange cones in a cloud of thick
black exhaust and vitriol. Another disgruntled Neanderthal trying to get
onto the closed bit of Holderness Rd yelled that us ‘bloody runners should
go on the pavements, you don’t need to close the roads…” Nice one
Bazz, love you too.
On to the welcome calm of Garden Village where the ‘Pinks and Blues’
race angels were a godsend. They didn’t let us walk (much) and they distracted us with chatting about various random but relevant topics …army
life, forced marching, and trying to get lazy students to do couch to 5k.
There were lovely crowds along James Reckitt Ave and many club runners
who shouted encouragement; we felt a palpable buzz as we neared the park entrance. And then Carla and James
again! Our wonderful friends. They’d cycled from Costello and were there shouting and bellowing some more.
You’re amazing, you’re nearly there. Then just as we went through the gate into East Park the DJ there cranked up
Tina Turner “YOU’RE SIMPLY THE BEST” right up to number 11 and it really was as though she was singing just
for us. I nearly burst into tears right there and then. (Especially when we could see the finish line just across the
lake but realised there was another two miles to do around the park before we crossed it! )
We really had to dig in deep as we plodded round the familiar parkrun route around the lake. And then who should
be there with her camera but Runner Dean! She took some shots whilst running backwards in front of us and gave
us more kind words of encouragement. You’re nearly there, keep going, you’ve got this.
I’d started the day wanting secretly to try and do this in 5 hrs. Then half way through 5½ seemed a respectable
aim. Then the reality of the race, the distance, the temperature and our middle-aged years kicked in and the aim
then was to do sub 6 hrs. We had to manage that. Martin coaxed and cajoled me round that last mile, pushing me
when I wanted to walk and saying we could only do sub-6 if we just ran the last 300 metres…
And then we were there! We crossed the line in 5:56 and I cried into my hands (very briefly) as James and Carla
were there AGAIN to welcome us to the end of our first, and last, marathon, to which we felt we’d given everything.
So many ladies did this in such fantastic times, I am in awe of your resilience, fitness and strength. I now know
what doing a marathon really means. I respect absolutely every person who achieves this distance, especially
those who run all the way with no stops!
But I completed it, as did Martin. We crossed the line together as we said we would. We achieved last placed West
Hull Lady and last placed East Hull Harrier (LOL). I am so proud of him and so proud that I raised £600 for the
Missing People charity.
I’m glad it’s done. But honestly, NEVER AGAIN. I’m going to concentrate on
half marathons from now on. I told James this when I saw him at Hull parkrun
on Saturday, and he told me excitedly ..”You and Martin have inspired us. Carla
and I are both going to do the Hull Marathon next year.”
How amazing to think that our effort has inspired others! Just after the marathon we received this incredible text from our 20 yr old daughter. “You actually
are both the strongest and most inspirational people I have ever known and am
so proud. Wish I could be there celebrating with you and hope you get a good
night sleep you pair of mad bastards.”
Worth it for that alone.

VIEW FROM THE BACK
Liz Hobson
It’s starting to get a bit Back Endy as my mum would say. I always think it’s a really great way to describe the windy weather we get at this time of year. It was
only a couple of weeks ago that we were all frying in the heat but today I had to
dig out, my buff and gloves and winter hat from the cupboard. It has got me thinking about the year so far and at least we have got our London Marathon medals
and numbers into a frame and it now hangs proudly on our wall.
It’s going to be an interesting year next year as Chris will be retiring in March and
I will be the “breadwinner”! On this note we did Beverley Westwood parkrun this
month and we saw Sarah Tock from Beverley AC. Chris was with me and she
recognised him as he used to teach karate before we got married. She thanked
him for telling her to get a pension sorted as he had told her about this many
years ago. It seemed really odd that it’s such a small world and that at the time
when we are looking at retirement options, she came up to us to mention this to
Chris!
We both really like Beverley Westwood Parkrun it has both Hills and Cows which
add to the excitement, the marshalls have to be cow wranglers as the cows seem
determined to cross the course. I found this meant I had to vary my pace as I had
to sprint out of the way of the cows. It was great to see Pam Poma at one of
Westwood Parkruns and also there are many new
runners, I had a lovely chat with a lady who only
started running in August. I also had a laugh at the
end of my first one, as I was keen to have a good
sprint finish at the end so I was flying (for me) and
someone shouted “Sprint!” at which point I shouted that “This is my sprint!”
I really enjoyed marshalling the Hull Marathon and
I am so proud to be part of a club that marshalled
the bridge and had so many runners on the day. Well done to all our ladies whatever you were doing. From talking to some of you it seems a shame that the
event seems to have struggled for marshalls on the day and there were issues
with signage on the course and water stations running out of water. It’s very hard
to organise these events and I really hope that the Hull marathon continues because I am sure that it brings people into the city as well as been a great way of
the running community coming together. Well it’s onwards into winter now and I
have to confess I won’t miss the really hot weather I’ll still be complaining about
the cold though!

